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"Brutal Youth: Brutal Truth"

I have no idea what to write this time, so I’m just going to sit down 
and start hitting the keys. What to talk about… what to talk about? 
Oh, I could talk about how hot the weather was and how today I went 
out for about five hours with some bladers, getting them lost looking 
for spots I thought I knew the location of, and then finally enjoying 
some fresh spots for our troubles. I skated shitty after not rolling for 
too long, thanks to the pressures and responsibilities associated with 
running the editorial side of this magazine and working full time to pay 
the bills, but honestly it didn’t faze me. Instead, the sheer act of rolling 
provided a much-needed release – despite a lack of proper rolling on 
my part. I did take a few good slams though, and those can provide 
more therapeutic release in two seconds than lesser men can squeeze 
out of a 12 pack and four quarters of something on ESPN. Indeed, 
sweating and grinding and rolling and jumping are mandatory elements 
of life for some of us, and like a plant in need of water and sunlight, 
living for too long without our motion-based nutrients can bring about 
a wilt. Not fun. 

But then there is more to talk about, like how ONE is getting out and 
in front of more new readers than ever before. It’s true – 500 or so 
newsstands across the country, and in the best blade shops in more 
than 22 countries worldwide. If it’s not in your local bookstore, and 
that’s how you like to buy your magazines, ask to see the store’s 
buying manager (or whatever lackey they pass off as a big shot) and 
demand it. Don’t just rely on some salesperson at the counter; you 
know they don’t give a shit. Demand ONE, and say with pride that their 
fine establishment would be much improved with the presence of a 
blade-savvy publication. 

And hey, thinking about change and stuff kind of brings up the topic 
of Mindgame and how they are gone. Wow. What’s going on in blad-
ing when a long-standing company like that has to close its doors? It 
implies that people aren’t buying product, or their product, or maybe it 
means that every type of company in rollerblading doesn’t need a team 
(look what Rollerblade has been doing all year), or maybe it just means 
that Mindgame had done its thing and needed to evaporate into the 

cerebral mist of our collective memories, serving a greater purpose as 
a lost and cherished influence than a contemporary leader. Could it be 
true? Maybe greater minds than ours can say. 

Or how about Chris Edwards, huh? Twenty years rolling. That’s crazy. 
Check him out up top in his Mitchell Goosen outfit jumping over a car 
in the infamous Devil’s Backbone downhill from “Airborne,” a movie 
with the tagline “Mitchell Became The Most Popular Guy On Earth... 
Once He Took To The Sky!” Wow. But who cares, because in 1993 dudes 
like Edwards were getting paid to blade for all sorts of promotional 
reasons. If the stories I’ve learned are true, it was also a tryout session 
for “Airborne” in Ohio that introduced the West Coast bladers to Mike 
Opalek, who claims to be the guy sliding under the tractor trailer for a 
crash scene in the aforementioned downhill. 

Then again, I wonder if some bladers are embarrassed by images like 
these; images that might not live up to the aesthetic we think we’ve 
created for ourselves these days, but that truly represent a piece of 
how rollerblading was once as big as it was. I assure anyone with this 
concern that I am not encouraging any steps backward, but simply to 
expose the reality of our seemingly mythical success of the ’90s so 
that future generations will be able to look at themselves without the 
need for overcompensation or external justification, knowing full well 
that at one point rollerblading was being sold to the world as the next 
greatest thing for aspiring brahs. (Think a pussified, ’90s Spicoli with 
Lightnings, no weed, and no Mr. Hand.) At some point we looked at 
ourselves in the mirror, thanks to the collective effort of the people 
brought together by the commercial success of rollerblading, and the 
rest has been a serpentine road of guilty pleasures and undulating 
finances – and unimaginable athletic progression. But amidst these 
tumultuous times we find ourselves brought together by a desire to 
rollerblade that is irreplaceable to those knowing of its taste. Enjoy it 
for what it is. 

Justin Eisinger
Editor

letter /

comps /
200� AIL Events
www.inlineleague.com

DATE & LOCATION

March �0 - Woodward West in Tehachapi, CA RESULTS ONLINE

March 2� - Skate Barn West in Renton, WA RESULTS ONLINE

April 22 - Woodward Skate Park in St. Louis, MI

May � - Woodward Skate Park in Atlanta, GA

May �9 - Woodward West in Tehachapi, CA

June 3 - Woodward Skate Park in Denver, CO

August 2� - Woodward Skate Park in Dallas, TX

September 28-30 

AIL World Championships held 
at Woodward West in Tehachapi, CA

Chris Edwards as seen in "Airborne", 1993.
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At first thought, you may think of large piles of snow and bad accents, but as far as 
rollerblading goes, Minneapolis is much more than that.  It started out with guys like 
Steve Thomas, Jon Robinson, John Stohl, and Jordan O’brien.  Together they formed 
a foundation for all of us next generation kids to build upon.

Back in ’98 I found Chris Farmer and Jeph Howard, as well as many other local 
rollerbladers, and we formed a family.  Basically all the rollerbladers in Minnesota 
are brothers with one another.

When we weren’t in school or at work, we were together, skating every day, and 
searching for new spots constantly.  In December we would grab our shovels and ice 
melt and pack into our parent’s minivan no matter how low the temperature was.

Throughout the last couple years the Minnesota scene has grown a great deal.  Dan 
Fabiano started Con.Artist clothing, and John Haynes has taught each of us a little 
something about what quality photography is.  Another person who is doing a lot 
for our scene right now is a kid by the name of Dan Knapmiller, who is working on a 
video of his own that he hopes to release by the end of this summer.  Knapmiller has 
a real creative style of filming and editing so it should turn out to be pretty cool.

People come and go.  Jeph and Chris moved down south, which I personally think 
is cool because now I have somewhere warm to escape to during the cold months.  
Even though many people move away from their hometown, or move on from 
rollerblading, they never forget their roots.  Minnesota has some strong roots and 
some positive attitudes, and we aim to keep it that way. – Kevin Meland

scene /

minneapolis
John Haynes by Justin Faber
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take� /

Skaters
1. Me
2. Yuck Yuckem (Franky Morales)
3. Prince (Brian Aragon)
4. Murda (Mike Johnson)
5. Fish (Billy O’Neill)

Cars
1.  Aston Martin
2. Maserati
3. Rolls Royce
4. Ferrari
5. BMW

Tracks in your iPod
1. “Poppin’” remix; Chris Brown 
featuring WezzyB, Juelz Santana
2. “Emotionless”; Jim Jones featuring 
Juelz Santana
3. “Ridin’ Hot”; remix featuring J. 
Bah and Yuckem
4. “This Is Why I’m Hot”; MIMS
5. “Fast Forward”; Jody Breeze 
featuring Freeway

Clothing
1. |B| Unique
2. Evisu
3. Artful Dodger
4. BBC
5. Bape

Things you do off skates
1. Chill with my pholk
2. Cop new kicks
3. Snowboard
4. Listen to music 
5. Make music 

> photography by wes driver

robert guerrero, legendary blader, Lake Owen, Wisconsin

Rob G. is a spark of inspiration in a world gone crazy. Forever contemplating the 
deepest meanings of life’s many twists, Rob finds fulfillment in unlikely places. With 
an eye for simple beauty and genuine spirit, Rob has taken his status as consummate 
blade-master and sought out a life more interesting. It seems to be doing him well. 

kevin meland, writer, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Kevin Meland is a full time guy. He works full time, skates full time, cold chills with 
his friends full time. If he were to get a few hours to himself, I imagine he would just 
try to fill them. It’s also possible he would take a nap, which no one can really say 
anything about.
 

adam kola, photographer, Manchester, England

I'm not sure what this guy has been doing for the past few years, but it appears he has 
been learning how to shoot photos better than you.  

brandon smith, photographer, San Francisco, California

It seems like just yesterday that Brandon Smith was the guy in front of the camera 
instead of the guy lugging around gear and worrying about F stops. I fondly remember 
his robotic balance and pin-point switch-ups, a strong second-wind for the NorCal 
scene, but now he’s more eager to post his photos on his website www.brandonsmith-
photo.com than get clips of himself.   

�>

2>

3>

�>

�>

�>

john haynes, photographer, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Our buddy in the cold Mid-West keeps coming through like a champ. Whether it’s 
braving the harsh Minnesota elements with his local bladers in tow, searching for 
photogenic spots, or weathering the troubles of a bottle of Night Train while visiting 
San Diego, Haynes is a trooper with an urge to get the job done. Good on your mate.  

chris mitchell, real estate mogul, San Pedro, California

The Robin Hood of Rollerblading, Mitchell slept his way to the top early in the game, 
then traded his elevated status for a hermit’s cave above the ocean. He dreams of one 
day skating the Magic Kingdom.

contributors / julian bah
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spring '07

Haffey; it's a name that says a lot. Winning contests, filming 
the sickest sections, and getting featured on freeskiing 
websites. Find out what you can do on a set of Haffeys.

4x4 chris haffey pro wheel

retail: $24.95 per set

gear /

The Remz gets an update for 2007 with a new one-piece 
soul plate to help provide increased torsional rigidity. 
Includes GC Dual Injection Frames, Abec 5 bearings, 
57mm wheels whith 42mm GC grind wheels.  

reMZ 07two teaM skate 

retail: $299.00 

"I’m up all night, getting my money right
Until the blue and white (po po! po po! po po!)
Now the money coming slow, but a least a - know
Slow motion better than (no-oh! no-oh! no-oh!)" 
Dub Caesar knows we all gotta get the ends. 

DUB caesar hUstle t-shirt

retail: $20.00

Green beans ain't got shit on me! Protect yourself from 
the harsh elements of nature and the harsher elements 
of reality when you zip your way to the top. Troubles? 
Forget about 'em. 

aggressiVe Mall fUll Zip hooDie

retail: $49.00

Revolution dresses up its team with some new designs from 
Brett Larson and the quality threads of American Apparel. 
Now you too can spread the AK-AZ scene with some everyday 
fashion choices.   

reVolUtion skateshop  t-shirt

retail: $18.00

Been jealous of those Race for the Cure and Lance 
Armstrong supporters with their fancy bracelets?  Of 
course you have! Now you can let the world know that 
you KNOW ROLLERBLADING with this gem from your 
friends in Philly. 

Denial "know rollerBlaDing" Bracelet

retail: $3.00

groUnD control phantoM ii Backpack

retail: $49.95

You probably already have Ground Control frames beneath 
your feet, so now it’s time to get the new bag just in time 
for summer. Includes a skate holder, laptop compartment, 
and a spot for your mp3 player. 
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“Not much chance for survival if the neon bible is right.”

For starters, my girlfriend thought the best song on the album was the last one… which 
happened to be an old Sunny Day Real Estate song that I threw on the CD. Go figure.

The beginning of “Neon Bible” is strangely familiar to me. The songs seem to prepare 
you for a religious journey of sorts. The beginning of a long road trip into the unknown, 
if you like to speak in that ’60s sort of way. However, I am not talking about the same 
kind of trip that involves a bunch of chemicals and a group of old friends. This could 
possibly be too obvious and summer isn’t even really here yet. This journey appears to 
have more importance and be less self-indulgent. 

You see, I grew up the oldest son of a Southern Baptist preacher and I can’t help but 
be fascinated when I heard the religious references in the song “Intervention” and 
saw titles like “Antichrist Television Blues.” In fact the entire album, recorded in an 
old church in Montreal that the band moved into, flows like many of the thousand 
worship services I have attended over the years. Something about the choice of pace is 
absolutely meant to bring the audience into a state of “worship” that is in this instance 
the gospel of Arcade Fire. What are they selling? Eternal life? Books on tape? Magic 
bottles of water at Coachella? Doubtful. They seem to be working towards something 
new, but I can’t really put my finger on it. The album starts on a slow build and reaches 
the climax on the tracks “Intervention” and “Black Wave/Bad Vibrations.” On the latter 
I had visions of Pink Floyd’s “Run Like Hell” when the kids rush to the streets to take 
back their society. But like I said, this wasn’t that kind of trip.

Or maybe it is.

Because right on cue, just as the album hits its peak of energy and call to arms, it takes 
a familiar nosedive on the tracks “Ocean of Noise” and “Windowsill.” We are brought 
back to reality and told to get out of our father’s home, get out of our country that is 
involved in a meaningless war, and shut out the various sales pitches at our doors. 
There is an alternative to modern reality, and Arcade Fire is trying to show you the way 
out. Of course they are Canadian and do not even live in America. At least Pink Floyd 
was British.

After careful review and seven Tecates, I honestly believe this record is a masterful 
follow-up to their highly acclaimed first record. You won’t find as many sing-a-long 
anthems or pop sensibility in this album, just more lyrical depth and an album that is 
worth listening to from start to finish. Imagine that, in this post-iTunes world of music 
that we live in today. You mean I have to buy the entire thing? Yes, you should. Just keep 
in mind that the message here is not an easy one to attach yourself to. – WD
 

SOUND CHECK > arcade fire / neon bible   

just released / 

Bloc Party is good and all but it gets on my nerves in that 
Seal way from back in the early ’90s. Remember when the 
crisp, ebony Seal sprung up on music television and the 
radio and made grown men weep with his soulful lyrics 
and women swoon over that cheese-grater complexion? 
Of course not, you’re all too young and hooked on that 
gangsta rap shit, but anyways, in those days it was just 
the thing to think Seal was, like, the bomb (think of the 
TV shows “Melrose Place” and “Beverly Hills 90210”), and 
that’s where Bloc Party is right now. With their “we act 
tough in a playful and totally not serious way but you 
better take us seriously anyway” kind of styling they seem, 
at least to me, destined to be a footnote for this particular 
time in history, which by all accounts will be dusted under 
the rug by historians or dirty nuclear suitcase bombs. They 
are this generation’s New Kids on the Bloc. – JE 

 
favorite tracks:

“Kreuzberg”
“SRXT”

bloc party
A Weekend in the City

2007 Vice Music

I first got into Conor Oberst seven years ago when all 
he used to do was whine about girls and wanting to kill 
himself. Then he moved to the East Village and made the 
front cover of the magazine Time Out New York, and the 
rest is indie rock history. Now he is back in the Midwest 
and all his material of late reflects the fact that he thinks 
all old school Nashville types are where it’s at. Listen, I 
used to live in Nashville (not that cool in reality) and New 
York (just like everyone else I know) and I actually liked it 
when Conor made raw music that was on it’s own unique 
lo-fi plane. Now its 2007 and I’m not sure what to do 
with myself because this guy is still in my life somehow. 
Shouldn’t I be over this shit by now? The answer is yes, but 
I still can’t say no (kind of like Kentucky bourbon). – WD

 
favorite track:

"Four Winds"

bright eyes
Four Winds EP

2007 Saddle Creek Records

classic / 

The most interesting thing about this band is that it pretty 
much exploded on its own accord, without the help of a 
big label or fancy public relations firm. From giving away 
singles on its Web site and MySpace page it built a fan 
base that ultimately led to the sale of 25,000 copies of the 
band’s debut record through the mail alone. The band’s 
follow-up record was just recently released and I must 
say that despite my anticipation, it was a major letdown. 
The first album has some catchy, quirky songs on it that 
might actually urge a nerdy white kid to dance and I salute 
anything that promotes the advancement of white people 
obtaining rhythm. Too bad a progression of this sound 
didn’t make it onto this record. This is only speculation, 
but maybe witnessing this night after night on tour has 
forced the band to abandon anything that would promote 
this kind of response from the crowd. Not a fan of indie 
shows where kids just bob their heads and try to look cool. 
Not a fan of this record. – WD 

favorite track:

"The Sword Song" (Bonus Track)

clap your hands
say yeah

Some Loud Thunder

2007 Witchita Recordings

This band came up in the UK at a time when punks wanted 
to have some message while trying really hard to prove 
to one another that they were smarter than one another, 
while simultaneously going way out of their way to act 
like they weren’t trying, thereby creating the image of the 
put-together-perfect punk. You could argue that they are 
communists of sorts, too. That doesn’t mean they didn’t 
write some fresh songs, ’cause they sure did, with topics 
ranging from guerrilla warfare, to dirty whores (“Damaged 
Goods”), protesting the British occupation of Northern 
Ireland and more. Unfortunately for just about every new 
band trying to get a leg up, the album “Entertainment” is 
better than almost anything put out in the past five years. 
I guess they could be compared to a whinier version of the 
Clash, with a lot less arena rock appeal. Surely a good add 
to the iPod. – JE  

favorite tracks:

"Damaged Goods"

“Natural’s Not in It”

gang of four
Entertainment!

1979 EMI Records

Although this album might not pack as many “classic hits” 
as you get on your latest Neil Young compilation album 
or playlist, this gem captures a prolific stage in Young’s 
career where he put out two solo albums in one year and 
suffered a near-debilitating back injury. This was his third 
solo record, and maybe more importantly it was the last 
one before “Harvest” in 1972 that made him a household 
name. On “After the Gold Rush,” we hear Young when he’s 
still got that true underdog grit, on one hand breaking into 
a delicate falsetto in “After the Gold Rush,” then professing 
the trials of the “Southern Man,” before telling us “Don’t 
Let It Bring You Down.” The point is that it worked, and still 
works. The fuzz is cranked up on the amps and delivers an 
unmistakable wall of sound that helped make ’70s rock so 
powerful, and once you’ve given this a spin, chances are it 
will stay on rotation for a long time. – JE   

favorite track:
“Southern Man”

“Don’t Let It Bring You Down”

neil young
After the Gold Rush

1970 Reprise Records

Here’s another one you’ll either instantly love like an old 
pair of Converse or hate like the assistant principal from 
your high school. The brainchild of Jeff Mangum, Neutral 
Milk Hotel is like a dusty closet of fond memories, the first 
girl who broke your heart, the taste of warm brass, and the 
old man from “The Princess Bride” reading stories to you 
in bed when you’re sick. (It was Peter Faulk.) Where some 
songs roll along, almost forcing the listener into awkward, 
challenging tempos, others like “Holland, 1945” roar with 
such indie-bred urgency even the least perceptive can 
sense the eminent despair coursing like sky-fallen hellfire 
through the horns and unstoppable percussion. This 
album’s full of great musical moments, and if you’ve never 
heard NMH you should give them a listen. – JE 

favorite track:

"King of Carrot Flowers part 1"

“Holland, 1945”

neutral milk hotel
In the Aeroplane Over the Sea

1998 Merge Records

favorite tracks: 

"Intervention"

"Black Wave / Bad Vibrations"

"Windowsill"
Rough Trade Records
www.arcadefire.com
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i believe.
subscribe online at 
www.believeinone.com

the duke by wes driver

For a video with an up-tempo trailer and a playful name, it is 
with some degree of irony that “Urban Playground” lacks a 
steady, quick tempo. Instead, the video hurks and jerks itself 
through myriad sections, which introduce a cast of characters 
ranging from Minnesota, to Boston and all the way out to 
Arizona, showing a variety of terrain, footage quality, and a 
glimpse into the goings-on of some hard-working skaters. 

One such skater is Michael Garlinghouse, featured elsewhere 
in this issue, who stands out with his undeniable, effortless 
grinding skills, while Gabe Holm doles out a healthy serving 
of rugged line skating, with some of the biggest acid drops 
anyone has bothered doing in a long time (my knee cartilage 
salutes you), and Ben Weis proves he’s still as unpredictable 
on blades as ever. And then there’s Brad Magnuson, the pit 
bull on Remz, who manages to slay whatever spot he gets 
chained to. One true spin top soul to 360 out is particularly 
dramatic. 

Older skaters might take a moment to realize that notably 
absent from a Minnesota-based video are legends like Steve 
Thomas, John Stoll or John Schmidt, but I guess it would be 
too much to hope for some cameos from guys like that. But 
one thing “Urban Playground” did make me realize is that 
while some of you may dismiss a project like this because 
of “no name” skaters, I chose to see fellow rollerbladers 
working to document the skills of their peers, which basically 
means someone is taking rollerblading seriously, which last 
time I checked was all we really wanted to accomplish in the 
first place.  – JE

blade dvd /

featuring 
connor o'brien, ian mcloud, cameron card, victor arias, & more!

After an upbeat intro with well-known skaters, a less-familiar name flashes on the screen: Jeremy Soderburg. Oh, 
great, I thought. Can this guy really hold his own against Cameron Card, Iain McLeod, Victor Arias and so on?

Yes. Unequivocally so.

Jeremy’s fresh style and eclectic trick vocabulary are a pleasure to watch. He pulls from a hefty bag of tricks – one 
that ranges from negative porn star on a ledge to full-cab alleyoop top soul on a handrail. Points of slow motion 
rightly emphasize his hallmark liu kang exits from grinds (a couple of examples: half-cab X grind to liu kang 180; 
alleyoop unity to liu kang 270 out).

Cameron’s section is slow, but it’s no sleeper. Lines and rail transfers keep you watching for what’s next, and a big 
disaster backside royale at the end should grab you. Victor and Iain fill their sections with technical tricks and lots 
of spinning, including a few gaps. Victor’s switch ups are especially brain-boggling.

If you’re making a video, it’s not necessarily good form to give yourself one of the main profiles. Unless it’s really 
hot. Like Connor O’Brien’s, which accelerates quickly and doesn’t let up. It’s so thick with sickness, including 
disaster true spin topside acid and 540 true mizou, that you’ll need to hit rewind if you blink.

Skaters who don’t have sections but stand out include Winston Wardwell and Chicago’s Matthias St. John. Matthias 
does ballsy fishbrain and negative makio stalls on the sharp-looking edge of a quarter-pipe-like sculpture above 
water. Winston wows with ill rail transfers. 

Overall, the filming is nice and the footage quality is pretty uniform. “Teach Them Well’s” music selection is 
predictable. Black Rebel Motorcycle Club, Sole, Interpol, TV on the Radio. We’ve heard ’em in skate videos before. 
But the choice in tracks is solid. They all have energy. 

A friend put it best: “ ‘Teach Them Well’ is a skate video that just does what it’s supposed to do.” It inspires. And 
I think that’s one of the best accolades a skate video can earn. – Adam Morris

teach them well / a triple threat production

sore thumb / directed by nick & nate moore

My favorite thing about “Sore Thumb” is that it looks good. 
The packaging, menus, logos and titling were made with a 
great eye for design and a coordinated presentation. The 
footage was shot and post-produced well, so there’s none 
of the harsh clash of clips filmed with different cameras 
that you see often in other skate videos. The editing is 
tasteful but not overbearing. Multiple angles, some nice 
lighting flares and focus pulls, a sprinkling of personality 
and establishment shots, cuts and fades at the right places 
– it seems simple, but not many editors get it right. 

Getting into the sections, Adam Faaleola is solid and 
technical, if just a smidge repetitive trick- and spot-wise. 
Jake Cawley (the other skater with a profile) shows off with 
a stronger song and overall better tempo to his section... 
and vintage blue Salomon ST-8’s. Unities and savannahs 
are mixed into some sick switch ups, and a few gaps. The 
second montage, between the profiles, is the better of 
the two, with more widely-known Detroit names like Don 
Bambrick and Gary Murphy keeping the video moving at a 
nice clip. By this point I noticed the music had been pretty 
similar. None of the songs were really bad, just kind of 
homologous.

“Sore Thumb” is a local video at heart, but a very well-
crafted and highly watchable local video. The skating isn’t 
overwhelming but it is solid and stylish, just like the video 
itself. Its weak points are never distracting or unpleasant, 
just not as good as its strong points. For a debut video, the 
Moore brothers have brought a lot to the table. – Al Dolega

urban playground / directed by dan fabiano

featuring
ben weis
derek french
brad magnussen
gabe holm
ryan googins
mike garlinghouse
& more

featuring
jake cawley
adam faaleola
gary murphy 
don bambrick
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tidbits /

PRESS PLAY > Breakfast with Hunter 
reviewed by justin eisinger / written and directed by wayne ewing

comic / DMZ: New York Times

DMZ #12
Vertigo Comics
Created by Brian Wood and Riccardo Burchielli
$2.99

One of the greatest stories of modern fiction is being produced monthly and most people don’t even know about it. “DMZ” is 
a politically and socially challenging story about a modern-day United States torn apart by civil war. Only it isn’t so civil. The 
so-called “Free Armies” have got hold over the country from Montana to New Jersey, while Brooklyn and other eastern states 
remain part of the United States. That leaves the island of Manhattan alone in the middle, between two opposing forces, as 
the DMZ. But what media intern-turned-war correspondent Matty Roth has realized is that the war is being fought as much in 
the media as in the streets. Armed with his phone, camera and press credentials, Matty is determined to expose the truths 
he has learned. Although the series is already beyond this issue, it’s a great place to get on board since it essentially recaps 
the important players and serves as a guidebook to the quickly expanding universe within. – JE

“When the going gets weird, the weird turn pro.” – HST 

The late Hunter S. Thompson had a long and formidable list of lifetime literary and cultural achievements, but the one that really put 
him into the stratosphere was the 1998 film adaptation of his 1970 best-selling book “Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas.” Directed by the 
legendary Terry Gilliam and starring Johnny Depp alongside Benicio Del Toro, the book’s cult following and Depp’s star power propelled 
Thompson’s work into the minds of a whole new generation. It was a revitalizing accomplishment needed by the writer, who for several 
years drew the ire of critics for failing to create new material. But the movie deal changed that and soon afterward, one of Thompson’s 
first novels, “The Rum Diary,” was published after sitting unprinted for decades. 

“Breakfast with Hunter” is a raw-feeling quasi-documentary that follows Thompson’s exploits from defending himself against a DUI bust 
in Aspen, Colo., to attending a party for ’72 Presidential candidate George McGovern’s birthday in D.C., and hanging out with Depp as 
the actor studied Thompson, learning how to play him for his role in “Fear and Loathing.” Doubtlessly, it is a temper-fueled ride through 
cocktails, ramblings and victory after victory for the legendary scribe. Scenes where he meets and fires the film’s original directors and 
listening to Del Toro read the literature in Thompson’s settlement with the Aspen police are especially telling. 

Perhaps the element that makes Thompson’s writing so especially relevant is his choice of subject matter or theme. Obsessed with the 
death of the “American Dream,” Thompson’s life reads like a laundry list of accomplished American dreams, each dutifully carved out 
against a world in which Thompson seemed only too able to describe, but too impossible into which to adapt. It was as he described his 
acquaintance Oscar Zeta Acosta (Dr. Gonzo) in “Fear and Loathing”: “There he goes. One of God’s own prototypes. Some kind of high-
powered mutant never even considered for mass production. Too weird to live, and too rare to die.”

For more on Thompson’s career, life and writings, check out www.gonzo.org or these books:

THE RUM DIARY
FEAR AND LOATHING IN LAS VEGAS
THE PROUD HIGHWAY: SAGA OF A DESPERATE SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN
HELLS ANGELS: THE STRANGE AND TERRIBLE SAGA OF THE OUTLAW MOTORCYCLE GANGS

The idea of a luxury material being put onto a basketball shoe isn’t new. 
Walk into any sneaker store and you’ll likely find a mix of anything from 
crocodile skin to ostrich or horsehair. But if you were to think about 
that for a second and realize that the majority of people who buy those 
basketball shoes now don’t actually play basketball in them, you might 
wonder where that idea came from. While it’s not the absolute starting 
line from which this craze leaped, the Nike Air Jordan III is certainly a 
strong precedent for it. 

Elephant “print” was originally applied to this shoe to bring a sense of 
luxury and value to a shoe used for sport. Design and function were to be 
married and produce a product worthy of a young Michael Jordan and his 
high-flying antics in the NBA. On the eve of the release of a new Air Jordan 
III colorway, almost 19 years after the shoe’s launch, I’m forced to bring up 
an issue that I’ve long had with shoe construction, and how things just 
aren’t what they used to be. 

The easiest way to demonstrate my point lies in that one-time inspired 
application of elephant print material. You can see the toe of the 1994 
retro of the III and how the soft, light suede is faintly embossed and 
rich in texture. The cracking texture is sparse, while the leather is a 
single layer double-stitched to the upper of the shoe. Fast-forward nine 
years, and we find that the 2003 version of the shoe still has the sparse 
embossing, but it has grown much darker (and thereby less subtle) and is 
now folded under itself where the seam meets the upper. 

Turn the clock ahead another four years, and we reach today. The cool 
gray version features that same under-turned, smoother synthetic leather, 
increasing the chance that the seam will come undone under pressure. 
And most noticeably, the embossing has grown another few millimeters, 
which when viewed as a whole on the shoe, demands much more 
attention from the eyes. 

So what does this mean to the consumer and all of you “Jordan Heads” 
out there? It means that the quality control over at the Jordan brand – and 
the attention to detail that was once the hallmark of their expensive 
sneakers – is now a fleeting, seldom seen part of their footwear. It also 
means that while tons of kids are pouring money into shoes like this new 
gray one, they could be holding onto that money and spending it on older 
versions that offer the original intents of the designer. 

Don’t get me wrong. Certain shoes are worth their price. I’ve talked about 
them here in the past, but this time around I can’t endorse the latest 
version. This time it’s about finding the real value in production and 
materials. Seek out the products that speak to you, but be wary of what 
has gone into them. Your purchases will last you much longer, and I think 
you’ll find a much deeper appreciation for them. – Mike Rios

street talk / 
Stunt: To flash out, gloat about 
or show something expensive or 

coveted. Basically, it means to 
show off.

Examples:

spot-ed / 
SD loading dock rail

Lyle Shivak
true spin topsoul 720 out

Brian Shima 
Alley oop soul revert 540

Jon Elliott
zero spin fishbrain

I keep telling myself that if I grew up in England, I’d be an English football 
supporter. It’s a little more complicated than going to an American sporting event 
and rooting for your team. In fact, it’s nothing like it. I grew up in Cleveland, 
Ohio. I bleed anything that is Cleveland and sports. The Browns are my favorite 
NFL team and they suck. Most Browns fans know this but in Cleveland there is 
pride, and the Browns fans are some of the best in the NFL. They’ll be ruthless 
to their team when they don’t play well. Sometimes this ends up with batteries 
thrown at players, or whatever. 

In Europe, and especially England, each football team has its fan base. Within 
there are groups called firms. A firm is made up of hooligans. Hooligans fight 
other firms for respect. In this book, Bill Buford, an American writer who is living 
in England and is not a football fan whatsoever, gets taken into the underground 
world of a few English firms. This is a very uncommon thing, as firms really hate 
journalists. 

Just writing this review makes me want to read the book again. I haven’t picked 
it up in years. But every weekend when I’m sitting in front of a TV watching the 
English matches I can’t help but wonder what’s going on with the firms. The cool 
thing about the firms is that the actual team play has nothing to do with the 
respect of the firm. So a very successful team, say, Manchester United, could 
have a shit firm, while a lower-level team, such as Millwall, could have a firm 
with the most respect in the country. Take my favorite team, Stoke City. They’re 
a pretty shit team. Currently, they’re sitting in the middle of the English League 
Championship. It’s just below the Premier League. One time, Stoke was playing 
a team in the Netherlands (this was sometime in the 1970s, I think). When 
the game was over Stoke fans went nuts and caused an unnecessary amount 
of damage. The next morning the local paper showed a picture of numerous 
hooligans torching cars, among other things, and the headline read: “The 
Naughty 40.” Since then, Stoke has been a very respected firm in England.  

Buford takes you on an adventure that very few outsiders have experienced. 
To actually be involved and see how the firms work is a unique thing. As 
disorganized as these mobs look, they’re actually organized, with leaders or 
generals, and little lieutenants (who are usually children) reporting back to them 
on what the other firm is up to, or where they’re at. It’s mad, really. But it 
doesn’t stop there. Hooliganism is universal all over Europe and South America. 
When England travels across country lines to play other teams their fans follow, 
and with that, the local police are always on guard. Buford once found himself 
in Italy, unconscious, lying in the middle of a street with a bloody face. When 
coming to, he looked around and saw dozens of other people knocked out, 
along with cars overturned and on fire. It doesn’t happen after every match, but 
it’s not uncommon. It got so bad in the early 1990s that the police have taken 
serious measures to try to stop it. It has worked. A bit. 

This is the passion these fans possess for their favorite teams. It’s unlike 
anything here in North America. For good times, thank Buford for risking his 
life. – Mike Opalek

book / “Among the Thugs” by Bill Bufordkicks / Nike 1994 Air Jordan  

flick / The Host (Gwoemul) Directed by Bong Joon-ho 

Billed as “the scariest movie of the year” and “the scariest monster movie ever,” “Gwoemul” or “The 
Host” had some pretty big shoes to fill. And with a budget of only $10 million (in U.S. dollars), it had 
frighteningly few resources to work with. Though the special effects for the monster itself were handled 
by SFX premiere providers Weta (of “Lord of the Rings” fame), there were more than a handful of scenes 
that would never pass in a Hollywood movie of the same type. However, the acting portrayed by this 
Korean cast was pretty amazing. (I guess the leading actor, Song Kang-ho, is a big deal in Korea.) Amidst 
some serious suspension-of-disbelief moments, the combination of cinematography and genuine-feeling 
emotion conveyed by the cast created some scenes that really clicked. It was also cool watching a movie 
made by another culture, imagining a society where such a movie would break all previous box office 
records, and taking note of the obvious anti-American themes as related to environmental care and the 
use of misinformation. If you are looking for some thrills, a little exposure to East Asian culture, and 
maybe some dark laughs, you could do a lot worse than “The Host.” – JE

"Billy Ray stunted befo’ bein’ 

locked up in the Jake."

"Yo dog, check Mark over 

there thinkin’ he can stunt to 

get ’em hos over to his crib."
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brian SHIMA
 
by wes driver{ 

fakiE 360 / la JOlla, CalifORnia

Within the mythology of contemporary rollerblading, there are a handful 
of skaters who have achieved legendary status. Then there is the one and 
only Brian Shima. If modern rollerblading owes anyone a high-five and a 
“fuck yeah,” it’s Brian. With 11 pro skates under his belt, 17 video parts, 
and first-place titles at every major blading competition, he has consistently 
accomplished unparalleled feats in rollerblading’s short history. For years he 
has been the pro that everyone aspires to be, and has held onto his game 
longer than any of his peers. Others have made their mark and faded away, 
but Brian just kept skating and delivering the goods. A quiet man in a world 
of salesmen, he has shown us that flawless skating doesn’t need a sales 
pitch, only an attentive audience.

A founding member of the “Bomb Squad,” Shima was the pioneer in the 
era of stunt seeking. Nobody before him skated as fast and furious at 
drop ledges, kink rails or giant gaps. While most of you were reactive to 
what was going on within skating, he was leading the way and showing 
everyone how raw and beautiful skating could be. A true innovator in a 
sport that was practically built upon biting existing movements, Shima 
made rollerblading different and ultimately cool. One could say that 20 
years from now, people will look back and say that modern street skating 
really began with Brian. Obviously there were pioneers before him, but 
as far as outside respectability and aesthetic are concerned, this writer 
believes it started with him.

These days Brian resides in San Diego and keeps mostly to himself. Making 
music is a big passion of his, and he spends hours practicing, recording and 
thinking about music. It’s cool to watch him direct his skills in a new but 
not really so different direction. And when you think about how much of 
himself he has given to rolling in the past decade, it’s understandable that 
he no longer feels compelled to constantly drop hammers. He has nothing 
left to prove to any of us. That’s not to say the well is dry, but that times 
have changed. Brian has changed. Rollerblading has changed, and Brian has 
paved the way for everyone.
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interviewed!

oli SHORT 
by justin eisinger
photography by adam kola{ 
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baCkSlidE tO fakiE

Oli Short’s road to success in 
rollerblading has been paved with 
stones of “Thank you” and “Yes, 
please.” The quiet-until-you-get-him-
started Englishman brought himself to 
California in 2003 to see what it was 
all about, and thanks to his skills on 
blades and repertoire of remarkable 
manners he managed to end up spending 
time in front of Ryan Schude’s lenses, 
and then in an overcrowded minivan on 
a monthlong East Coast/Midwest tour. 
That’s were I came into the picture, 
packed behind the wheel of a nearly 
stolen rental minivan and sharing with 
a cast of strangers a month’s worth 
of insane tomfoolery that will likely 
never be forgotten. But when it was 
over we were no longer strangers, 
and Oli was no longer just the little 
British guy everyone was talking about, 
finding himself instead on the road to 
something he had always wanted – a 
career in rollerblading. This is what 
he’s doing now.

(The following conversation was recorded on March 24th, 2007 at 1:22 p.m.)

Oli: Hello?

ONE: Oli.
Hey, dude.

Oh, thank god! 
Yeah.

I can’t believe it, but it’s true, this digital recorder fucked us both. 
(This interview was originally recorded on March 2� before Oli 
left London.)
It’s alright.

How’s Portugal?
It’s cool.

What are you doing?
Right now? We’re eating some Portuguese-style chicken with rice 
and some potatoes that are like hot crisps. 

Who are you skating with?
Skating with all the guys out here, this guy Olev… Jochen…

Wait, go back. Who was the first person?
(British gibberish…)

How do you spell that?
(Shouted from across a room) O-L-E-V.

Okay. And who was the second person, Jochen?
Yeah, there’re quite a few guys here now. But yes, came down to 
film for Clip with Jochen. (Background noise overpowers Oli.) I 
can’t be on long ’cause we’re going out.

SOul tO 180 / hampShiRE, England
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bcsdtradeshow
How about the soul?
That’s in a place called Hampton, all the photos other than the one there were 
taken locally, like within a 10 minute drive around me in London. But that is 
a soul to 180 over the barrier. 

It looks like it was a cold day.
Yeah, it was. It was cold a lot around this time.

How about the huck?
That one is in Manchester and it was a backside royale to huck into the bank. 
The fishbrain was also in London; it’s called the harp rail. 

What about the gap?
That’s a spot called the clockwork gap because that’s where they filmed the 
opening scene in “A Clockwork Orange,” the scene where they’re beating up 
an old homeless guy. 

How about the truespin topside soyale to forwards?
Also central London, back of a train station.

How many sessions did it take to get these photos?
Hmm, the clockwork bank and the soul were done in one day, and during 
the next session the others were done. The UK is mainly, like, we just get it 
done.

So what are you doing when you get home from Portugal?
I’m here for a few more days, and I’m pretty beat up. I got a sore wrist, big 
sore hip, and my ankles hurt quite bad. I’ve been falling quite badly out 
here. 

You were in better health the last time we spoke.
Ha, ha. But when I get home I’m going to spend a few days with my girlfriend, 
then I’ve got to sort things out to get the next issue of Kingdom up online 
and then after that…

No worries, we’re going to do this quick. Say the things you e-mailed me to 
squeeze into the interview.
I can’t remember them…

OK, I’m pulling them up right now. … “Every day is different … you skate a 
lot but you have to balance your time.”
Yeah, pretty much, as much as what I do each day. That’s pretty much what 
I do with my time. Up until recently it’s been – since I met you I’ve been 
spending the whole time like traveling or in America on tours or something. 
Just been in America a lot, then these last few months has been the first time 
in a long time that I’ve been home, traveling around Europe and being around 
friends and family.

Which goes into what you sent me about you having a night life...
Yeah, ‘cause on tour or everything it’s been cool, but you never get into a 
scene ‘cause you’re always different places. So, now I go out and kind of have 
become a part of the local scene, like outside of skating and stuff, and there 
are cool people to meet at bars and stuff. 

I just downloaded some Gang of Four. Do you know them? 
Eh, a little. I didn’t mind them. They get played around England a lot.

How would you describe their music, in a simple way? They represented a 
big push in the UK music scene, didn’t they? Like, “we’re punk and we have 
a message?”
I don’t really listen to the newer stuff.

No, these guys are from the ’�0s.
Oh, I thought they we’re a bit newer.

Ah, it’s cool. Tell me about the photos we’re using.
The portrait is in Hampton Court Palace and that’s the rose garden where 
Henry VIII lived. A big ole castle. 

baCkSidE ROyalE tO bank / lOndOn, England

fiShbRain / lOndOn, England
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StalE Japan 540

After that you don’t know?
Nah, too much to even remember. I can’t think that far ahead!

How about your thoughts on this: Mindgame is out of business, and they ran 
an ad in this issue saying so. What does that mean to you?
I think it’s definitely sad because they’ve had such a big impact on 
rollerblading and I think they’ve been one of the main iconic companies for 
a long time. Like with “Brain_Fear_Gone.” I think that people that came up 
with them have moved on to do their own things and that now, I dunno… it’s 
a shame. I think maybe… I dunno, I don’t really want to say it.

Ha, ha.
I don’t want to offend.

I think you made your point. Here’s another question I heard you were asked 
and I thought you might want to answer: What’s Vicious?
What is Vicious? It’s a bearing company and a bad ass… a bunch of bad ass 
people.

Is it an attitude, too?
Definitely. I’d say it’s kind of like a really free idea, just out there and you 
can interpret it the way you want. Got a diverse team and all, and it’s got an 
edge to it; it makes you think. 

Cool. Well, let’s try to wrap this up, man, who do you owe thanks to?
Firstly and most importantly I would like to thank everyone who’s ever made 
me a cup of tea! You guys at ONE. Jon Julio for the opportunities and amazing 
tours. The family. My lady, Lisa. Davross. Kola for putting up with my shit. 
The occult. Stig. Joe. Ed. Spray. Everyone who supports Kingdom. Shiner 
Distribution. Heat. Vicious. Draven Shoes. Kaspa. And Jon Elliott, for seeing 
what most can’t see.

Anything else you want to add? Like a closing statement?
Just, like, do your thing, man, do your own thing. 

Thanks, Oli.
Thank you!

tRuESpin tOp SOyalE / lOndOn, England
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launCh tO CROSS gRab 180, philadElphia, pa

phOtO by wES dRiVER

contest /

bitter cold
�th annual

SHOWDOWN

0�
by Justin Eisnger
photos by Wes Driver

From a vendor’s perspective, the Bitter Cold 
Showdown’s trade show was busy. It was three 
exhausting hours, but the constant talking and 
selling and meeting of new friends made the time 
fly by. With the carpet Nazis preventing anyone 
from eating lunch, as hypoglycemia kicks in the 
flea-market-we-mean-trade-show comes to an end, 
but you want to sit down and have a Pepsi but 
can’t because there’s a rollerblade event about 
to happen, man! Thank goodness for our trusty 
Olympus VN-480PC digital recorder, or else too 
many moments would be lost forever. Amidst the 
flurry of activity the Olympus managed to find itself 
shoved into the faces of many unsuspecting trade 
show attendees, and listening to the recordings 
it’s both predictable and surprising the amount of 
diversity, similarity, age difference, geography and 
passion for blading that was coursing through that 
kids’-inflatable-jungle-gym-room-turned-industry-
lifeline-for-a-day. Let’s see who we met…
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What’s you’re name, how old are you, where are 
you from, and why did you come to BCSD?

Mark Wodja, Louisville, Kentucky, and I come to Bitter Cold because 
it’s a rail skating contest. 

My name is Jordan Dale, I’m from Vine Grove, KY and I came to Bitter 
Cold because I wanted to be in the atmosphere of rollerbladers. I 
wanted to hang out, and relax and enjoy the vibes of everyone… 
and skate. 

My name is Andrew Cleary, I’m from Akron, Ohio, I came to the 
BCSD to get the latest copy of ONE magazine.

My name is Jimmy Spetz, I’m 22 years old, I live in Willoughby, Ohio 
and I came to the Bitter Cold to skate. 

Brad Bruce, I’m 23 years old and I wanted to come check out the 
scene. I’m from Grand Rapids, MI.

Josh Cardenas, 20 years old straight outta Wisco; came here to win 
some money hopefully.

Vince, I’m 16 from Chicago, Illinois, and I came to Bitter Cold 
Showdown ‘cause I think it’s a big part of the industry and it’s a 
really fun event. It’s cool to meet everyone and have a good time.

My name is is Matt, I’m from London, Ontario, I’m 21, and I came 
because I love rollerblading, man.

Will Purcell, 22, just came to skate and watch skating… oh, and 
get some pictures.

My name is Cooper, I’m 15 years old, I live in Barnegat, New Jersey 
and I came to Bitter Cold to see the pros throw down their tricks. 

Hi, my name is Eric, I’m from Clark Summit, PA, I’m 10 years old and 
I came here to have fun and watch all the pro skaters.

My name is Dianna, I’m from Detroit, and I came to Bitter Cold to 
skate. And I’ve been skating four years. 

I’m Chris, I’m 20 and I live in New Jersey. I came to Bitter Cold 
because it’s fun, and you get drunk and you get to skate a lot. 

My name is Steven Jase, J-A-S-E (see kids, this is how you ensure 
your name gets in print. Spell it out.) I’m 24 years old, originally from 
Hartford, Connecticut, but now I actually live at Camp Woodward 
Pennsylvania. I’m one of the booth guys. I’m here because I’ve 
never been before and I came to see what it’s all about, and maybe 
skate a little bit. Meet some new people; have a good time.

Brandon, 23 years old, came because it’s in Ohio and I’m from 
Athens, Ohio and I don’t know. I’ve been to four Bitter Colds.

My name is Ryan Sibio, I’m 13 from Akron, Ohio and I came here to 
support rollerblading and have a good time.

My name is Mike Booker, I’m 12 years old, I’ve been skating 3 years 
and I came here to skate.

My name is Tyrone May, I’m from Sharon, and I skate for one 
year. 

My name is Benjie, I’m 16, I’m from New Jersey, but I came out here 
to support and stuff. This is my first one… it’s a good experience.

My name is Justin Augustus, I’m 21 years old, and I came to Bitter 
Cold for the people; just to see everything happen. I came last year 
and it was awesome.

Chris Lormer, I’m 16 from Boardman, Ohio, and I came to Bitter 
Cold because it’s the shit.

whERE hE CamE fROm, nO OnE knOwS. but whEREVER hE iS gOing, thERE'S gOing tO 
bE StiCkERS, and t-ShiRtS and JERSEy VidEOS a-plEnty. tRadEShOw CuStOmER #1.
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The Bitter Cold Showdown has lasted long enough to grow to a point of 
terminal mass. As it has existed for the past three or so years, it seems 
physically impossible, given the special limitations inherent with indoor 
skate parks, that it could get any bigger. Maybe someday it will, and the 
course will be custom built inside the enormous Cleveland International 
Exposition Center (or somewhere similarly massive), and thousands 
of bleacher seats will surround the ramps, packed to the hilt with 
spectators who paid $25-a-head to get inside and then another $7 for 
a beer. ASA does it, sort of, but they still need skateboarding and BMX 
or FMX and Slim Jim and Paul Mitchell booths to really lure in the saps. 
And by the time all that gets done, the atmosphere and intensity and 
genuine excitement is gone. So in the end, is it really worth complaining 
about having to stand packed in tight with 800 stank-ass rollerbladers 
for a day? No, it’s not. Now pay your entry fee and snuggle up tight with 
your new best friends. 

Before even making it through the parking lot at this year’s Bitter Cold 
Showdown the faces and names and handshakes and conversations 
were under way, and stayed that way for nearly 48 hours. By early 
Friday evening the parking lot was full to capacity, and the cars were 
still coming in packs. The proud stench of a rollerblading event blasted 
each individual square in the sinuses upon swinging open the hard, 
blue skate park doors, unequivocally reminding everyone where they 
were and what was going on. Sweaty bodies and blades and yelling 
and excitement all provided a backdrop to long-overdue reunions and 
equally anticipated first impressions. For most event attendees, these 
are the experiences worth traveling to share.

Setting up for and experiencing Saturday’s trade show is a minor miracle 
in itself, so when the competition actually starts it feels like the day has 

bcsdcontest
Julian bah / 360 tOpSOul

haffEy

bRian aRagOn / tRuESpin fROnt tORquE tO tOpaCid tO fakiE
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�st place - brian aragon
2nd place - chris haffey
3rd place - david sizemore{bcsdresults

been going on forever. And by now most of the skaters have been rolling 
for hours too. The stamina on these bastards, I tell ya. Anyway, so the 
contest starts and there’s like six rounds of prelims, during which most 
photographers hang back before throwing themselves into harm’s way 
and the crowd is generally most vocal. This often stretches on for about 
an hour, after which there is a pretty long break and then the semi-finals 
get under way. This, too, takes a long time, but the skating starts to get 
a little thicker. I think this was when dude was trying the disaster back 
flip to soul grind (and almost landed the first one) on the new grind box. 
The subsequent and unexpected chanting of “back flip, back flip” from 
the crowd woke the photographers from their hibernation, but another 
big break comes along before too long and puts the crowd in a daze.

Fast-forward another hour of skating and a long break, and the finals 
are about to go down. The lineup was Randy Juarez, Joey Chase, Jeff 
Stockwell, Jimmy Spetz, Chris Haffey, David Sizemore, Brian Aragon, 
John Stevens, Julian Bah, Franco Cammayo, Erik Bailey, Jeremy Spira 
and Franky Morales. All skated amazingly, but some had better luck 
than others. Or is it merely luck that lets Aragon and Haffey do what 
they do? But while they did their thing everyone else did theirs. And 
having just finished watching some dude named Hawke Trackler’s edit 
on YouTube I remember a lot more about the skating than before. Like 
Spira’s perfect full-cab alleyoop top soul to 360 out on the rainbow 
ledge (a subtle deal most probably missed the first time around) and 
his highly visible disaster 270 backside unity, Aragon with the lofty fakie 
450 top acid to fakie, Sizemore with what I think was a huge 900 to flat, 
Ben Weis with a huge 540 top soul, Spetz skating the high grind above 
the quarter pipe, and Haffey landing the perfect fakie 720 kind grind. 
But when it was all said and done, the judges (whoever they were), 
handed the giant Kathy Bates from “Misery”-sized ceremonial hammer 
over to Aragon. Haffey and Sizemore (who had a ONE in his hands the 
whole time – thanks David!) rounded out the standings, while Stockwell 
walked away with a large check (literally, it was the big kind) for $500 
from Con.Artist Brand in honor of his impressive line skating, made ever 
more impressive with the sheer chaos on the park floor. 

Still sweaty and mobbed by friends and fans, ONE snuck in close for a 
few words from the champ…

Hey Brian, think you were going to win?
I thought it was going to be close ‘cause Haffey was skating really, really good.

How many Bittercold’s you been to?
I think this is my second.

First one you’ve won though, right?
Yeah.

You got anything you want to say?
Just want to thank my sponsors for sending me out here: B Unique, Jug, Razors, 
Mindgame, everyone. 

Congratulations. 
Thanks. 

bRian aRagOn / 540 diSaStER tRuESpin tOpSidE SOyalE 
phOtOS by bRandOn Smith

thE winnER aRagOn
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On the way to the local concrete park today, three words came to mind 
while thinking of Michael Garlinghouse. Immediately after thinking of 
these words, I began to draw similarities to rollerblading and what I feel 
has been absent from it for many years. As you read my description, see 
if you too can draw similarities to rollerblading, as well as yourself.

The first word was hair. Michael’s is very big, very red and very curly. 
Somehow this 18-year-old from Minneapolis, Minn. manages to fit all 
of this under a helmet when he skates both park and street. He is the 
only person I know since Aaron Feinberg in his youth to wear a helmet 
when he street skates. He said he’s felt the heat for doing so from fellow 
bladers, but does not mind because he feels it is a part of who he is. 

The second word was style, and to be more exact let’s say individual 
style. Unlike the majority of youth today who spend most of their time 
on their blades in the pursuit of fame and sponsorship, Michael uses 
his energy to do things he truly enjoys. As a result, you can see how 
effortless his moves are and how easy he makes everything look. For 

most of us, this is a level of maturity that takes many years to get to, 
and is a result of learning what you really love to do, in comparison to 
struggling with tricks that others may or may not accept.

The third word was love. After spending the past five years with him at 
Lake Owen Camp both on and off his blades, I can say from experience 
that love has its root in everything this young man does with his life. I 
have seen him interact with gymnasts, bikers and skateboarders, and 
treat them all with the same respect he would you and I.

I believe rollerbladers of the past and future can learn a great deal 
from Michael. He reminds me personally of the generation of skaters I 
belong to, many of whom have gone the way of the buffalo, and today 
are few and far between. If we are lucky, maybe Michael will stay in 
rollerblading for many years to come, and continue to remind us all of 
what rollerblading used to be like, and what it still has the potential 
to become.

mike garlinghouse / by rob g. with photography by john haynes

am hourl

bank tO CROSS gRab fiShbRain Stall tO REVERt
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picks /

/ joeyG
TRICK: fence bonk to mute

LOCATION: clairemont, ca

SKATES:  usd

FRAMES: kizer

WHEELS: 4x4

GEAR: casualty 

PHOTO: driver

/ brettDASOVIC
SKATES:  razors

TRICK: backslide to fakie

FRAMES: fiziks

WHEELS: eulogy

GEAR: havok 

PHOTO: haynes
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/ haydenWATT
TRICK: ao unity

LOCATION: richmond, australia

SKATES:  usd

FRAMES: kizer

GEAR: mindgame

PHOTO: golder

/ jcROWE
SKATES:  xsjado

LOCATION: orange county, ca

TRICK: wallride

FRAMES: fifty/50

WHEELS: eulogy

GEAR: franco shade

PHOTO: dyrenforth
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/ rachardJOHNSON
TRICK: savannah

LOCATION: orange county, ca

SKATES:  usd

FRAMES: fifty/50

WHEELS: M1

PHOTO: dyrenforth

/ bradMAGNUSON
TRICK: ao soul

LOCATION: minneapolis, mn

SKATES:  remz

FRAMES: fifty/50

WHEELS: genre

PHOTO: haynes
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Madonna could learn something about reinvention from Chris 
Edwards. In the 20 years that he’s been skating, he’s been a prude, 
a preacher, a star, a stoner, a father, a hippie – well, pretty much 
any label you can conceive. When he first burst onto the inline 
scene as a 13-year-old ingenue in Escondido, Calif., he was a born 
again Christian, a youth pastor in his local church. He was Chris 
Denton then, but he changed his name just in time to sign his first 
Rollerblade contract.

For the next 10 years, rollerblading was an unconquerable empire 
and Edwards was the reigning Caesar. He started rollerblading’s 
first clothing company, Birth (back when Senate was just making 
wheels and cold-rolled steel grind plates). He helped develop the 
first pro model skate, the Tarmac CE for Rollerblade. He doubled 
Cory Haim in “Prayer of the Rollerboys.” He made “Airborne” a 
Hollywood success story as stunt double for the main character, 
Mitchell Goosen as well as his own character, Walt (if you haven’t 
seen “Airborne,” rent it; it’s worth it for Edwards’ over-the-top 
acting alone). Not to mention numerous stunt roles in “Mighty 
Ducks,” “Mighty Ducks 2” and every commercial that featured 
rollerblading from 1987 to 1996.

Over the past two decades, Edwards has sired four children. He 
has owned a farm in Minnesota, tended bar in Pennsylvania and 
traveled the world as an ambassador of rollerblading. There isn’t 
a pro alive today who hasn’t been inspired by Chris Edwards. His 
words are skate gospel. These are his words:

Tell me about rollerblading. 
I’ve spent 20 years beating myself up. Now, I live the lifestyle of a bear. 
I hibernate in the winter. I wake up in the spring, attack during the 
summer, and in the fall, I collect my nuts. 

Have you woken up yet this year?
I just woke up for Bitter Cold. This year, I skated in a suit to celebrate 
my 20th year as a professional. I was rolling around, enjoying watching 
everyone skate, giving my encouragement and love and appreciation 
to everyone who was pushing the envelope: Aragon, Haffey, Franky, 
Stockwell… I didn’t compete or anything. I just got in the way. 

After 20 years in the business, what have you learned?
If you’re not having fun rollerblading, you might as well put your skates 
in the closet. Skating is beautiful. It’s amazing how we’ve all been able 
to grow from each other, how one moment influences the next. The 
progression of skating is jaw-dropping and inspiring. We show as much 
athleticism as any other sport on the planet, if not more, but it’s our 
presentation that’s hurting us.  

For example . . . 
Like partyin’, drinkin’, all that crap. That stuff needs to stay behind the 
scenes. Let the older heads do what they do. We have to remember that 
most of the people in our sport are 20 and under, so in order to take the 
sport to the next level, these things need to be not so in our face.

Are you saying the older skaters have a responsibility to party and drink 
less or the media has a responsibility to cover it up more?
I think we should be presidential. Party as much as you want. It’s your 
American right, but be responsible. And don’t expose so much. 

chris edwards / by chris mitchell

��
minutes l

portrait by driver

"I'm following my 
heart, promoting 
and teaching."

inVERt at fERn Ramp in 1993
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So what should we be doing?
We have to learn to put certain things behind the curtain so that when we reveal our show, it’s 
polished and professional. Until the industry learns the difference between “behind the scenes” 
and “up front,” we won’t be able to move forward. We need to be sincere with what and who 
we are.

And who are we?
We’re rollerbladers. We’re an international force of great people and there’s nothing to be 
ashamed of.

You’ve seen skating go from nothing to huge, back to where it is today. What do you think is 
the next step?
The fight for a piece of skating is like fighting over a moon pie. It isn’t very big. We should be 
sharing. We should be working together to grow the moon pie into the world’s largest pumpkin 
pie. With whipped cream. Maybe some ice cream a la mode.

Who’s working to make skating great?
Pam and Richie Velasquez are doing a fine job. The RFCC was really good. Woodward Camp 
continues to put a positive influence in the arena with the PlayStation Tour. Anyone who has a 
company who’s doing what they can to struggle and survive. And of course, all the kids who are 
still dedicated and devoted to the cause.  

What’s next for you? 
I’m 33 years old. I’ve been at it for 20 years and I’ve donated a lot of blood, sweat and tears 
to the cause. These days, my motives have changed. I’m following my heart, promoting and 
teaching. That’s how we started – as promoters and teachers of a really awesome thing called 
rollerblading.

Chris was featured as the pioneer of aggressive inline skating 

in Vanity Fair June 2001 along with Matt Hoffman (BMX), 

Tony Hawk (skateboarding), Jake Burton (snowboarding), 

and Greg Noll (surfing) as part of the Genesis X Story.

"If you’re not having fun 
rollerblading, you might as well 
put your skates in the closet."

ROCkEt aiR at Camp wOOdwaRd in 2003

gumby aiR at fERn Ramp in 1993

mutE aiR at wOOdwaRd wESt in 2005
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chris peel / by justin eisinger

folio l

Already lured away from the daily rollerblade grind by a high-paying magazine gig, over the 
past five years British-born designer Chris Peel has made an indelible impact on the overall 
branding of rollerblading’s image. From his work with Daily Bread, 4x4, Ground Control and 
most recently Vicious, his stylistic influence has been felt globally.

Before he made the leap into real-man’s reality, care of Haymarket Worldwide (a group 
of publishing companies), I had the distinct pleasure of working alongside Chris for a 
little over two years. During those times we were chiefly concerned with putting together 
a magazine. We worked, skated and drank together with great regularity, pouring all of 
our creative energies into propelling rollerblading’s representation forward. Of course, my 
contribution mostly took written form, but Chris would turn his passion into illustrations 
and design. 

I imagine it worked much this same way for Chris before we crossed paths, because when I 
met him in January 2004 he was already a legend in this town. Jon Elliott, Brian Shima, Cory 
Casey and Jan Welch were his closest United States friends, and it was in this company he 
had designed the Daily Bread “Spike” logo, the 4x4 logo, and created an image for Ground 
Control care of the famous “Sickle.” 

Despite a successful run during his first stay here in California, visa limitations led Chris 
home to England, where, having already graduated from university, he took work with a 
print design company. Here, professional industry standards and techniques blended with 
unbridled creativity to push his art and creative ideas into bold new directions. 

Then late in 2003 Chris had the opportunity to return to the United States to work with Daily 
Bread again, a chance he was happy to take, and upon his return he began a prolific period 
of his design career. If Chris’ early work was popular, his designs post-return were powerful. 
Inspired by fine and pop art mixed with punk rock sensibilities, the “Guns-a-Blazing,” 
“VLBA” and “Flag” shirt graphics soon led to a whole new entity – Vicious, an image that 
would spawn its own attitude.

Since late 2005 when Vicious first took shape, the company has created several lines 
of shirts and hats, and released an ABEC-7 bearing. Although Chris now spends most of 
his time laying out high-dollar automotive magazines or designing marketing materials 
for clients like Toyota, he still takes the time to add his touch to Ground Control frame 
packaging or bag design and create new lines for Vicious. 

As many of us recognize, the pool of international rollerblading talent is vast and filled with 
skills of all kinds. There are many within this group aspiring for success with graphic design, 
and perhaps they will reach their mark. But as far as true leaders of design in the world of 
rollerblading there are two names that most clearly come to mind, based on quality, impact 
and sheer longevity, and those names are Arlo Eisenberg and Chris Peel. They represent 
different styles and different generations, but share a common goal – applying creative 
solutions to marketing and making the products look damn cool. 
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The muscle groups in the legs are the largest on the human body. 
As rollerbladers, we rely heavily on the muscles and ligaments 
of our legs in almost every way. In order to maximize flexibility, 
relieve stress and ultimately improve your skating experience, it 
is important to stretch your legs on a regular basis. Here are 
some ways to help you do just that. 

wellness /
haMstring stretches 
illustrations by robert lievanos / www.fadehurricane.com

Step-Up Stretch

Find a step or small wall about knee-high, then face it. Put your front 
foot up on the step and slowly bend your elevated knee, making sure to 
keep your elevated knee lined up over the raised ankle, and keep your 
knee lined up with your toes. Press your weight into the heel of your foot 
for the deepest stretch you’ll feel in the lower butt region on your bent 
leg, but concentrate on trying to lengthen the hip position of the rear, 
extended leg. Repeat for the other leg, and experiment with keeping your 
back straight up or bent forward. 

Leg-Up Hamstring Stretch

Lie flat on your back with both knees bent. Flatten one foot against the 
floor to stabilize your spine, and then extend the other leg into the air. If 
your hamstrings are tight, you won’t be able to straighten it. No problem. 
Bend the knee so that the bottom of your lifted foot is parallel with the 
ceiling (or as close as you can get it). Slowly straighten your leg as much 
as possible, then pull it toward your nose. If holding your leg causes 
tension in your neck and/or shoulders, hold your leg with a towel or strap 
instead. Repeat for the other leg.  

Hip Flexor Stretch

Find a soft spot, then take a moderate step forward, kneeling to the 
ground with your front knee bent and your back leg extended. Keep your 
back straight as you slowly bend your forward leg until a stretch is felt. 
Be careful not to lean forward or bend your knee more than 90 degrees. 
Repeat for the other leg.
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